Directions

Please print out this page for paper ballot, mark it with ink, notarize and mail to address below.
Do not use X marks. Mark your choice(s) with numbers only. Put the figure 1 beside your first choice, the figure 2 beside your second choice, the figure 3 beside your third choice, and so on. Consecutive numbers beginning with the #1 only. You may rank as many choices as you please.
Do not put the same figure beside more than one choice/name and you may use the back side of paper to rank more names.

Mark your rankings in spaces in the left column.

___ _____________________________ (write in new name)
___ _____________________________ (write in new name)
___ _____________________________ (write in new name)
___ _____________________________ (write in new name)
___ _____________________________ (write in new name)
___ _____________________________ (write in new name)

Signup form for #e-aps-13, please complete all requests (* = required fields), and print very clearly:

*Name ______________________________ (write in)
Political Party ______________________________ (write in)
*State ______________________________ (write in)
*Contact Method #1 (will be made public) _____________________________ (write in)
*Contact Method #2 ______________________________ (write in)

Yes, please nominate my name for MP, an Elector on pure proportional representation (PPR) Electoral College (AKA United Coalition, USA) Member of Pure Proportional Representation (PPR) Electoral College USA

______________________________*Signature required
____________________*Date
* * *

Mail marked paper ballot to:
All Party System Co.
1213 C Forest Avenue
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
U.S.A.
* * *
End paper ballot here.